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WE ARE NOT ALONE! 
 

At least we weren’t always alone. For the first time in human history, the question has finally been 

answered, and not by apocalyptic visitations from little green invaders. In fact, as far as we can 

tell, they may be just as happy to see us from such a distance as we are to see them. 

 

“We can actually see… not just roads, but buildings, and possibly even evidence of artificial 

satellites!” said Dr. Joshua Thomas PhD of the Neptune Academy. Astronomers at Neptune Station 

3 have observed “…definite signs of not only life, but civilization, possibly advanced civilization,” 

on a little planet called Kapteyn B, in the Kapteyn star system. It’s a red dwarf system about 

thirteen light years away from earth, that hosts this ‘goldilocks’ planet for our nearest galactic 

neighbors. A ‘goldilocks’ planet is one whose orbit around its star falls within a temperate zone, 

which is not too hot nor too cold for liquid water, whose mass is just right for the formation of an 

oxygen atmosphere, and whose conditions are favorable to the evolution of life. 

 

Ever since those first photos of Mars 4000 years ago, we’ve known this was just a matter of time. 

It is the resolution of something scientists call the Fermi Paradox, first postulated by Enrico Fermi 

in the 20th century. The Fermi paradox asked “why,” for almost half a millennium, we had not 

encountered alien life yet. With the number of habitable planets in our galaxy alone, it should have 

been a lot easier to spot a critter among the stars. With our advancements in long-range detection 

and having explored every planet in our own solar system by 2232, it has been, not just surprising 

but absolutely perplexing, that we haven’t seen something sooner. But now we are learning the 

reason may be that we just got here too late. That is, we may have arrived on the galactic scene 

just a few eons after our predecessors made their exit. 

 

“Unfortunately, there doesn’t seem to be any activity on Kapteyn B,” comments Amanzari Norton, 

PhD. Researchers are speculating everything from an extinct species to underground migrations 

due to some global catastrophe. One man, Nolan O’Crowley from the Europa Institute for Quantum 

Tectonics and Temporal Studies has even suggested that it could be a trick of light. Says 

O’Crowley, “We could be seeing a temporal reversion, in which the image of their future occurs in 

our past. This is made possible by the presence of black holes, whose forces can bend quantum 

strings, and thus timelines, back on themselves. The point is, there may still be people there, 

currently, even though we are seeing the planet after extinction. Honestly if the recent hype about 

generational starships keeps up, we may even be able to visit them before the images in our 

telescopes become a reality.” 

 

Are the ruins on Kapteyn B visions of a tragic future? Are they the remnants of an ancient alien 

race? Scientists will be arguing this one for decades, and it’s unlikely that we will find out fo r sure 

in this generation. But no one can deny that just knowing there is (or was) someone else out 

there, has changed everything for scientists, not to mention people of faith. 

 

For more details and IMAGES related to this exciting discovery look HERE. 


